PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES ORIENTATION
Librarian: Kathy Herrlich

For Subject Guide, see: http://subjectguides.lib.neu.edu/pharmacy

Starting your research. Go to http://library.northeastern.edu FIND Article Databases to find the databases and journal collections listed below in red. (If you don’t see something you’re looking for, try FIND > A-Z Index) or search the Library web site.

Relevant databases for searching the Pharmaceutical Sciences literature:
Most comprehensive for clinical biomedical research:
- PubMed and/or Medline: abstracts of articles in medicine from 4,600 biomedical journals. Covers medicine, pharmacology, health care, microbiology, nutrition, more. Links to some full text.*

Most specialized for pharmacy and pharmaceutical sciences:
- International Pharmaceutical Abstracts - A comprehensive index to worldwide pharmaceutical literature, with abstracts from health journals, major pharmacy meetings, and all U.S. state pharmacy journals. Covers biopharmaceutics, drug delivery systems, pharmacist liability, and legal, political, and ethical issues. Links to some full text.*

Best tool for journal citation analysis:
- Web of Science - Comprehensive searching in high impact journals. The core feature of this database is citation tracking, which allows you to search for articles forwards and backwards in time—determining the impact an article has had on current research, or unearthing the ideas and research that have shaped an author’s work. Links to some full text.*

Relevant to all health sciences, user-friendly, with a lot of full text:
- Health Reference Center -- Academic and consumer health journals. Good for coverage of the political, social, and economic aspects of health issues.

Most comprehensive for biology:
- BIOSIS - Indexes and abstracts research in the life sciences. Useful for biology, biochemistry, pharmacology, biotechnology. Links to some full text.*

Most comprehensive for chemistry:
- SciFinder Scholar - Online version of Chemical Abstracts, the most comprehensive source for abstracts of research in chemistry and related disciplines (biochemistry, pharmaceutical chemistry, medicine). Links to some full text.*
Full text collections:

- **Nature Journals Online** – the NU subscription includes about 20 Nature titles.
- **American Chemical Society Journals** – A collection of full text journals published by this society.
- **Natural Standard** – Evidenced-based information on complementary and alternative therapies.
- **NUJournals@OVID and LWW journals**: Full text access to selected core journals in medicine, nursing, and pharmacy from a variety of publishers.
- **And many more**

Search for a specific journal by title:

- Ejournal Finder: [http://library.northeastern.edu/find/journals-e-journals](http://library.northeastern.edu/find/journals-e-journals)

*full text available for articles in ejournals that Northeastern has purchased, and in many cases to free content (open access, such as PubMedCentral and freemedicaljournals.com).

**Library Services**

- **Snell Library Research Assistance** -- for all kinds of questions. Tel: 617-373-2356. Or ask for us in person at the circulation desk, 1st floor.

- **Ask-a-Reference Librarian** can be found under Research Help. 24 hour/day access to a reference librarian through Ask 24/7 (chat)

- **Remote Access help**-- Library technical support Tel. 617-373-7088 for problems with logging in from off campus or connecting to the databases. (Library Technology Department)

- **Interlibrary Loan**-- Nexpress and ILliad can help deliver materials not held at NU. Please ask for more details if you require materials not held at NU. You can also travel to Boston Library Consortium (BLC) member libraries and check out books with a BLC card. See [http://library.northeastern.edu/services/borrow-renew/apply-for-a-boston-library-consortium-card](http://library.northeastern.edu/services/borrow-renew/apply-for-a-boston-library-consortium-card).

- **Husky/Library Barcode registration**  
  Tel. 617-373-8778 (Snell Circulation)

- **Appointments** for research consultations may be made by contacting Kathy Herrlich at 617-373-5305 email: k.herrlich@neu.edu.

**Other Services:**

Campus IS Help Desk  Tel: 617-373-4357 (MyNeu, software & other technical questions)
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